Protecting,

Maintaining and Improving the Health of All Minnesotans

Office of Health Facility Complaints
Investigative Public Report
Report #: HL20448006

Date Concluded: December 21, 2018
Date of Visit: November 6 and 7, 2018

Name, Address, and County of Facility
Investigated:
Walker Methodist Westwood Ridge
1 Thompson Avenue West
West St Paul, MN 55118
Dakota County
Facility Type: Home Care Provider

Investigator’s Name: Casey DeVries, RN
Special Investigator

Finding: Substantiated, facility responsibility
Nature of Visit:
An unannounced visit was conducted to investigate an allegation of maltreatment,in
accordance with the Minnesota Reporting of Maltreatment of Vulnerable Adults Act,Minn.
Stat. 626.557, and to evaluate compliance with applicable licensing standards for the provider
type.
Allegation(s):
It is alleged that a client was abused when the alleged perpetrator placed the client’s call
button out of reach; unplugged the reclining chair, leaving it reclined; and shut the door. The
client was fearful and calling out for help.
Investigative Findings and Conclusion:
Neglect was substantiated. The facility was responsible for the maltreatment. While attempting
to follow the client’s care plan, the alleged perpetrator (AP) unreasonably confined the client
when she left the client lying flat in an electric recliner,unplugged it from the wall, and
removed the client’s call light. The client was unable to reposition himself or press his call light
for staff’s assistance. The client became panicked and screamed for help.
The investigation included interviews with facility staff members including administrative staff,
nursing staff, unlicensed staff, and additional clients; observations of the facility; and review of
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facility records including census, client medical records, incident reports, internal investigations,
training, personnel, staffing, and policy.
The client lived at the facility for just over one year and had diagnoses that included dementia,
repeated falls, aspiration pneumonia, and dysphagia. The client’s service plan indicated staff
members would assist the client with toileting and incontinence care,bathing, dressing,
grooming, assist of one for transfers, ambulation, repositioning, dining set up, cues and
prompts to complete cares and tasks, and medication management. The client slept in his
recliner. He had a history of falls while attempting to self‐transfer. The service plan indicated
staff should encourage the client to call for assistance prior to all transfers.The client had a
history of being resistive to cares and exhibiting behaviors such as throwing objects at staff.The
service plan instructed staff to approach the client in a calm manner,and if the client continued
to be resistive, staff were to re‐approach later and update the nurse. Additionally, if the client
was agitated, the service plan instructed staff not to attempt to get their point through.
Instead, to ensure the client’s safety, the service plan indicated staff should leave the room and
re‐approach the client later. If unable to re‐direct the client, the service plan instructed staff to
call the client’s family member.
On the evening of the incident, the client’s family member received a phone call from the
client. The client stated staff had left him in his recliner, were not helping him, and that he felt
like he was dying. Two family members responded in person to the facility within approximately
ten to fifteen minutes after receiving the call. Upon arrival to the client’s unit, a family member
reported the AP was seated in a dining area eating her meal,while the client could be heard
yelling for help from behind a closed door. The AP informed the family member that the client
had been resistive during cares and had scratched the AP’s arm. The family member reported
finding the client lying flat on his back in an electric recliner,which was unplugged from the
outlet, with the call light and table moved out of the client’s reach.
During an interview, one staff member who worked on a different unit on the night of the
incident stated the AP called him to assist with the client’s personal cares after the client
became agitated and resistive with the AP. That staff stated he also recalled that another client,
who was directly below the client’s room, was awakened that evening due to the client banging
or kicking on something in the room above.
During interviews, staff members reported the client intermittently used the call light and
would often bang a remote control on nearby surfaces such as the table,window, or
windowsill, to gain staff’s attention. Staff stated that the AP might have left the client in such a
position because of the client’s risk for falling, because the client was disturbing others, or for
safety reasons if the client was banging on the window.Multiple nursing and administrative
staff interviewed agreed that they would consider the position the AP left the client in to be a
restraint, and that restraining a client was not an acceptable practice at the facility.
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During an interview, a family member recalled the client sounding frantic on the telephone.
Upon arrival to the facility, she found the client unable to reposition himself,which he often did
for his comfort using the remote of his chair. The family member stated that staff had moved
everything out of the client’s reach, including the call light. The family member stated that the
client was unable to sit up enough to spit phlegm into a tissue or wastebasket,which he usually
did constantly due to a diagnosis of aspiration pneumonia.The family member stated that
although the client did not have positional restrictions related to his diagnosis,he was in danger
of choking on his phlegm while unable to adjust himself in his chair.The family member stated
the client was difficult to console at the time, and that the client continued to talk about the
incident for weeks after it occurred.
There was evidence to suggest that the AP abided by the client’s plan of care by calling another
staff member for assistance to re‐approach the client when the client was resistive to cares.
The client’s service plan lacked explicit instructions for staff members if the client were banging
on objects, throwing items, or attempting to self‐transfer, which multiple staff members knew
him to do. Additionally, the client’s service plan lacked specific instructions regarding at what
point staff should call the nurse or family member for assistance;it was not clear whether the
AP assisted the client in calling the family member,or whether the nurse was consulted or
notified before the family member arrived. The service plan also lacked specific instructions as
to what an objective “safe position” would be to leave the client in if it was necessary to leave
the room and re‐approach the client later; the service plan left this up to the staff’s discretion.
The client intermittently used the call light and would often bang a remote control on nearby
surfaces such as the table, window, or windowsill to gain staff’s attention, although that the
client’s service plan did not reflect this. As a result, although the AP intended to follow the care
plan, the result was nonetheless that the client was unreasonably confined in the chair,and
suffered emotional distress as a result.
In conclusion, neglect is substantiated.
Neglect: Minnesota Statutes, section 626.5572, subdivision 17, paragraph (a).
The failure or omission by a caregiver to supply a vulnerable adult with care or services,
including but not limited to food, clothing, shelter, health care, or supervision which is
reasonable and necessary to obtain or maintain the vulnerable adult's physical or mental health
or safety, considering the physical and mental capacity or dysfunction of the vulnerable adult
and which is not the result of an accident or therapeutic conduct.
Vulnerable Adult interviewed: Deceased
Family/Responsible Party interviewed: Yes
Alleged Perpetrator interviewed: Attempted but did not reach
Action taken by facility:
The alleged perpetrator is no longer employed by the facility.
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Action taken by the Minnesota Department of Health:
The facility was found to be in noncompliance with the home care bill of rights and accepted
standards of practice. Please see the Statement of Deficiencies, attached, for more information.
The responsible party will be notified of their right to appeal the maltreatment finding.If the
maltreatment is substantiated against an identified employee,this report will be submitted to
the nurse aide registry for possible inclusion of the finding on the abuse registry and/or to the
Minnesota Department of Human Services for possible disqualification in accordance with the
provisions of the background study requirements under Minnesota 245C.

cc:

Health Regulation Division – Home Care and Assisted Living Program
The Office of Ombudsman for Long‐Term Care
Dakota County Attorney
West St Paul City Attorney
West St Paul Police Department
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******ATTENTION******

Minnesota Department of Health is
documenting the State Licensing
Correction Orders using federal software.
Tag numbers have been assigned to
Minnesota State Statutes for Home Care
Providers. The assigned tag number
appears in the far left column entitled "ID
Prefix Tag." The state Statute number and
the corresponding text of the state Statute
out of compliance is listed in the
"Summary Statement of Deficiencies"
column. This column also includes the
findings which are in violation of the state
requirement after the statement, "This
Minnesota requirement is not met as
evidenced by." Following the surveyors '
findings is the Time Period for Correction.

HOME CARE PROVIDER LICENSING
CORRECTION ORDER
In accordance with Minnesota Statutes, section
144A.43 to 144A.482, this correction order(s) has
been issued pursuant to a survey.
Determination of whether a violation has been
corrected requires compliance with all
requirements provided at the Statute number
indicated below. When Minnesota Statute
contains several items, failure to comply with any
of the items will be considered lack of
compliance.
INITIAL COMMENTS:

PLEASE DISREGARD THE HEADING
OF THE FOURTH COLUMN WHICH
STATES,"PROVIDER ' S PLAN OF
CORRECTION." THIS APPLIES TO
FEDERAL DEFICIENCIES ONLY. THIS
WILL APPEAR ON EACH PAGE.

On November 6, 2018 and November 7, 2018, a
complaint investigation was initiated to
investigate complaint #HL20448006 and
HL20448007. The following correction orders
are issued. Correction order #0325 is related to
complaint #HL20448006 and HL20448007.
Correction order #0265 is related to complaint
#HL20448006.

THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT TO
SUBMIT A PLAN OF CORRECTION FOR
VIOLATIONS OF MINNESOTA STATE
STATUTES.
The letter in the left column is used for
tracking purposes and reflects the scope
and level issued pursuant to 1441.474
subd. 11 (b) (1) (2)
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Subdivision 1. Statement of rights. A person who
receives home care services has these rights:
(2) the right to receive care and services
according to a suitable and uptodate plan, and
subject to
accepted health care, medical or nursing
standards, to take an active part in developing,
modifying, and
evaluating the plan and services;
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on interview and document review, the
licensee failed to ensure services were provided
according to an adequate service plan and
accepted practices, for one of two clients (C1)
resulting in the client being unreasonably
confined in his recliner, unable to reposition
himself, with his call light removed.
This resulted in a level 3 violation (a violation that
harmed a client's health or safety, not including
serious injury, impairment, or death, or a violation
that has the potential to lead to serious injury,
impairment, or death) and was issued at a
isolated scope (when one or a limited number of
clients are affected or one or a limited number of
staff are involved or the situation has occurred
only occasionally.
The findings include:
C1's record indicated diagnoses of dementia,
repeated falls, aspiration pneumonia, and
dysphagia. C1's service agreement, dated April
11, 2018, indicated C1 received services for
bathroom assistance and incontinence care,
bathing, dressing, grooming, assist of one for
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transfers, ambulation, repositioning, dining set
up, cues and prompts to complete cares and
tasks, and medication management. C1 slept in
his recliner, and had a history of falls while
attempting to selftransfer. C1 was encouraged to
call staff for assistance prior to all transfers. C1
had a history of being resistive to cares and
exhibiting behaviors such as throwing objects at
staff. Staff were instructed to approach C1 in a
calm manner, and if consistently resistive, to
reapproach later and update the nurse.
Additionally, staff were instructed if C1 was
agitated, not to attempt to get their point through,
but to ensure C1's safety, and to leave the room
and approach later. If unable to redirect C1, the
service plan instructed staff to call C1's family
member.
An incident report completed by registered nurse
(RN)G, dated April 28, 2018, indicated that C1
called resident assistant (RA)K to his room for
assistance with changing his incontinence brief.
RAK reported that while assisting C1, C1 "went
crazy" and scratched RAK.
A licensee internal investigation indicated on April
28, 2018, at 10:36 p.m., RAK called RNG to
update her that C1 had become resistive during
cares. The investigation indicated that C1's family
member (FM)L arrived to the facility after
receiving a panicked phone call from C1. FML
reported to RNG that upon arrival to the facility,
RAK was sitting in the common area outside of
C1's room, eating her meal, while C1 could be
heard from behind his closed door, yelling for
help. FML reported finding C1 lying in his
recliner chair, which was fully reclined and
unplugged from the outlet, and that C1's table
and call light had been moved from C1's reach.
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During an interview on November 8, 2018 at 9:17
a.m., RNG stated RAK called her after C1's
family members arrived to the facility. RNG
stated C1 had a history of banging his television
remote or other items on the windowsill for
attention and that C1 was disruptive, especially
at night, and was at times difficult to care for due
to mood shifts and behaviors, such as throwing
items at staff. RNG stated RAK may have
moved C1's table as a precaution so that C1
would not break the window with the items it
held, and that RAK may have removed C1's
recliner remote from his reach due to a safety
concern, that he would inappropriately use it and
become ejected.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 3:15
p.m., RAE stated he worked with RAK on the
night of the incident, although RAE was
assigned to another floor. RAE stated he
recalled the client directly below C1's room being
awakened when C1 was banging on or kicking
something. RAE stated he had received one call
from RAK that evening to assist with C1's cares
due to C1 being agitated. RAE stated C1 was
initially resistive saying he did not want to be
changed, but after RAE talked to C1, C1 allowed
RAK and RAE to change his soiled brief and
wipe him. RAE stated C1 was reclined in his
chair when RAE left the room. RAE stated he
did not know why RAK would have unplugged
C1's chair, stating that C1 was always holding
the remote for his recliner and did not like people
touching it. Additionally, RAE stated he did not
know why RAK removed C1's table from his
reach, although, he stated she may have done so
if C1 was banging on it.
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During an interview on November 19, 2018, at
12:03 p.m., family member (FM)L stated on the
night of the occurrence, she received a frantic
call from C1 who said that staff had left him in his
chair, would not help him, and that he felt like he
was dying. FML stated she was unclear if C1
used a speed dial option on his phone to reach
her, or if RAK assisted C1 to make the call and
then left the room. FML stated she arrived to the
unit approximately ten to fifteen minutes after
receiving the call and found RAK seated in the
common area while C1 could be heard
screaming and pleading for help from his room.
FML stated RAK immediately began telling her
and another family member of how C1 scratched
her arm during cares and that although RAK
showed FML her arm, there was no visible
scratch. FML stated when she entered C1's
room, she found C1 flat on his back in his
recliner, helpless, panicking, and difficult to
console. FML stated C1's corded call light
attached to the wall and a side table, which held
a second call light, television remote, and
telephone, had been moved from C1's reach and
that C1's electric recliner was unplugged from the
wall. FML stated C1 was consequently unable to
reposition himself, which he did often for his
comfort, and was unable to sit up enough to spit
phlegm into a tissue or wastebasket, which he
did constantly due to a diagnosis of aspiration
pneumonia. FML stated that although C1 did not
have positional restrictions related to his
diagnosis, he was in danger from choking on his
phlegm while unable to adjust himself in his
chair. FML stated C1 did have a history of
attempting to selftransfer from the recliner,
which resulted in at least two occurrences where
C1 slid to the floor, but C1 having control of the
remote that operated the chair was of great
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importance to C1 and was "his pacifier."
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 2:34
p.m., RAD stated C1 was at times resistive to
personal cares, although RAD stated that C1 did
at times use his call light.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at
11:00 a.m., RNB stated C1 had a history of
being resistive to care, and that following a care
conference in early April 2018, family provided
phone numbers to the facility with
encouragement to call them 24/7 if needed, to
calm C1, as family was opposed to addressing
C1's behaviors pharmalogically. RNB stated
those instructions were relayed to staff via C1's
service plan as well as during stand up meetings.
RNB stated she considered the client fully
reclined in an electric recliner, unplugged, and in
a closed room with the call light removed, to be a
restraint.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 3:35
p.m., RNF stated she considered the client fully
reclined in an electric recliner, unplugged, and in
a closed room with the call light removed, to be a
restraint.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 1:09
p.m., administrator (A)C stated she considered
the client fully reclined in an electric recliner,
unplugged, and in a closed room with the call
light removed, to be a restraint. AC stated the
facility could not say if it was a deliberate action
on the part of RAK, or if RAK had a tough night
and believed that leaving C1 in that position was
safe to step out and reapproach later.
C1's service plan lacked explicit instructions for
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staff if C1 were banging on objects, throwing
items, or attempting to selftransfer, which he
was known to do. Additionally, C1's service plan
lacked specific instructions of at what point, staff
should call the nurse or C1's family member for
assistance, or what an objective "safe position"
would be to leave C1 in, if necessary to
reapproach, leaving it up to staff's discretion. C1
intermittently used the call light and would often
bang a remote control on nearby surfaces such
as the table, window, or windowsill to gain staff's
attention, although, that was not reflected in C1's
service plan.
The licensee's "Delegated Nursing Services"
policy dated, July 11, 2014 indicated prior to the
registered nurse delegating nursing tasks to
unlicensed staff, the nurse must first develop a
service plan for providing services according to
the client's needs and preferences, and must
include written instructions for performing the
task in the client's record.
TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Seven (7)
days
0 325 144A.44, Subd. 1(14) Free From Maltreatment
SS=G

0 325

Subdivision 1. Statement of rights. A person who
receives home care services has these rights:
(14) the right to be free from physical and verbal
abuse, neglect, financial exploitation, and all
forms
of maltreatment covered under the Vulnerable
Adults Act and the Maltreatment of Minors Act;
This MN Requirement is not met as evidenced
by:
Based on interview and document review, the
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licensee failed to keep 2 of 2 clients reviewed
(C1 and C2) free from maltreatment, (abuse and
neglect respectively) when a staff abused a client
by unreasonable confinement and when a staff
administered another client the wrong
medication. Resident assistant (RA)K reclined
C1 in an electric recliner, unplugged it from the
wall, and removed C1's call light, causing C1 to
be confined to a single position and to be
frightened. Resident assistant (RA)A did not
follow medication administration policy and
procedure, which resulted in C2 receiving
another client's medications; C2 had a change of
status, which required emergency medical care
and hospitalization.
This resulted in a level 3 violation (a violation that
harmed a client's health or safety, not including
serious injury, impairment, or death, or a violation
that has the potential to lead to serious injury,
impairment, or death) and was issued at a
isolated scope (when one or a limited number of
clients are affected or one or a limited number of
staff are involved or the situation has occurred
only occasionally.
The findings include:
Client #1
C1's record indicated diagnoses of dementia,
repeated falls, aspiration pneumonia, and
dysphagia. C1's service agreement, dated April
11, 2018, indicated C1 received services from the
comprehensive home care provider for bathroom
assistance and incontinence care, bathing,
dressing, grooming, assist of one for transfers,
ambulation, repositioning, dining set up, cues
and prompts to complete cares and tasks, and
medication management. C1 slept in his recliner,
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and had a history of falls while attempting to
selftransfer. C1 was encouraged to call staff for
assistance prior to all transfers. C1 had a history
of being resistive to cares and exhibiting
behaviors such as throwing objects at staff. Staff
were instructed to approach C1 in a calm
manner, and if consistently resistive, to
reapproach later and update the nurse.
Additionally, staff were instructed if C1 was
agitated, not to attempt to get their point through,
but to ensure C1's safety, and to leave the room
and approach later. If unable to redirect C1, the
service plan instructed staff to call C1's family
member.
An incident report completed by registered nurse
(RN)G, dated April 28, 2018, indicated that C1
called resident assistant (RA)K to his room for
assistance with changing his incontinence brief.
RAK reported that while assisting C1, C1 "went
crazy" and scratched RAK. The incident report
indicated RAK had a bandaid applied to a
0.1cm open area to her arm.
A licensee internal investigation indicated on April
28, 2018, at 10:36 p.m., RAK called RNG to
update her that C1 had become resistive during
cares. The investigation revealed that upon
RNG's arrival to C1's unit, RAK refused to
discuss the incident and refused to sign the
incident report. The investigation indicated that
C1's family member (FM)L arrived to the facility
after receiving a panicked phone call from C1.
FML reported to RNG that upon arrival to the
facility, RAK was sitting in the common area
outside of C1's room, eating her meal, while C1
could be heard from behind his closed door,
yelling for help. FML reported finding C1 lying in
his recliner chair, which was fully reclined and
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unplugged from the outlet, and that C1's table
and call light had been moved from C1's reach.
During an interview on November 8, 2018 at 9:17
a.m., RNG stated RAK called her after C1's
family members arrived to the facility. RNG
stated she sat down and talked with C1 and the
family members while they conveyed their
concerns about RAK. RNG stated C1 had a
history of banging his television remote or other
items on the windowsill for attention and that C1
was disruptive, especially at night, and was at
times difficult to care for due to mood shifts and
behaviors, such as throwing items at staff. RNG
stated C1 would occasionally use his call light to
reach staff, but more often, would yell and bang
on things to gain staff's attention. RNG stated
RAK may have moved C1's table as a
precaution so that C1 would not break the
window with the items it held, and that RAK may
have removed C1's recliner remote from his
reach due to a safety concern, that he would
inappropriately use it and become ejected. RNG
stated she observed a microscopic scratch on
RAK's arm and that she believed RAK took
C1's behaviors personally and that RAK did not
have enough experience with difficult clients.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 3:15
p.m., RAE stated he worked with RAK on the
night of the incident, although RAE was
assigned to another floor. RAE stated he
recalled the client directly below C1's room being
awakened when C1 was banging on or kicking
something. RAE stated he had received one call
from RAK that evening to assist with C1's cares
due to C1 being agitated. RAE stated C1 was
initially resistive saying he did not want to be
changed, but after RAE talked to C1, C1 allowed
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RAK and RAE to change his soiled brief and
wipe him. RAE stated C1 was reclined in his
chair when RAE left the room. RAE stated he
did not know why RAK would have unplugged
C1's chair, but added that C1 was always holding
the remote for his recliner and did not like people
touching it. Additionally, RAE stated he did not
know why RAK removed C1's table from his
reach, although, he stated she may have done so
if C1 was banging on it.
During an interview on November 19, 2018, at
12:03 p.m., family member (FM)L stated on the
night of the occurrence, she received a frantic
call from C1 who said that staff had left him in his
chair, would not help him, and that he felt like he
was dying. FML stated she was unclear if C1
used a speed dial option on his phone to reach
her, or if RAK assisted C1 to make the call and
then left the room. FML stated she arrived to the
unit approximately ten to fifteen minutes after
receiving the call and found RAK seated in the
common area while C1 could be heard
screaming and pleading for help from his room.
FML stated RAK immediately began telling her
and another family member of how C1 scratched
her arm during cares and that although RAK
showed FML her arm, there was no visible
scratch. FML stated when she entered C1's
room, she found C1 flat on his back in his
recliner, helpless, panicking, and difficult to
console. FML stated C1's corded call light
attached to the wall and a side table, which held
a second call light, television remote, and
telephone, had been moved from C1's reach and
that C1's electric recliner was unplugged from the
wall. FML stated C1 was unable to reposition
himself, which he did often per his comfort, and
was unable to sit up enough to spit phlegm into a
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tissue or wastebasket, which he did constantly
due to a diagnosis of aspiration pneumonia. FML
stated that although C1 did not have positional
restrictions related to his diagnosis, he was in
danger from choking on his phlegm while unable
to adjust himself in his chair. FML stated
although C1 did not normally use the second call
pendant located on the table, he did at times use
the corded call light attached to the wall. FML
stated C1 did not understand why staff could not
always immediately assist him if he pushed the
call light, so C1 would then bang on objects and
yell to gain staff's attention. FML stated C1 did
have a history of attempting to selftransfer from
the recliner, which resulted in at least two
occurrences where C1 slid to the floor, but C1
having control of the remote that operated the
chair was of great importance to C1 and was "his
pacifier." FML stated the client continued to talk
about the incident for weeks after it occurred.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 2:34
p.m., RAD stated C1 was at times resistive to
personal cares, although RAD stated that C1 did
at times use his call light.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at
11:00 a.m., RNB stated C1 had a history of
being resistive to care, and that following a care
conference in early April 2018, family provided
phone numbers to the facility with
encouragement to call them 24/7 if needed, to
calm C1, as family was opposed to addressing
C1's behaviors pharmalogically. RNB stated
those instructions were relayed to staff via C1's
service plan as well as during stand up meetings.
RNB stated she considered the client fully
reclined in an electric recliner, unplugged, and in
a closed room with the call light removed, to be a
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restraint. RNB stated she was unable to reach
RAK for an interview following the occurrence as
RAK left for a planned month long vacation after
that shift. RNB stated RAK did not return calls
and upon return from her vacation, resigned from
her position.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 3:35
p.m., RNF stated she considered the client fully
reclined in an electric recliner, unplugged, and in
a closed room with the call light removed, to be a
restraint.
During an interview on November 7, 2018 at 1:09
p.m., administrator (A)C stated she considered
the client fully reclined in an electric recliner,
unplugged, and in a closed room with the call
light removed, to be a restraint. AC stated the
facility could not say if it was a deliberate action
on the part of RAK, or if RAK had a tough night
and believed that leaving C1 in that position was
safe to step out and reapproach later.
C1's service plan lacked explicit instructions for
staff if C1 were banging on objects, throwing
items, or attempting to selftransfer, which he
was known to do. Additionally, C1's service plan
lacked specific instructions of at what point, staff
should call the nurse or C1's family member for
assistance, or what an objective "safe position"
would be to leave C1 in, if necessary to
reapproach, leaving it up to staff's discretion. C1
intermittently used the call light and would often
bang a remote control on nearby surfaces such
as the table, window, or windowsill to gain staff's
attention, although, that was not reflected in C1's
service plan.
The licensee's "Vulnerable Adult Maltreatment
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Prevention and Reporting" policy dated, July 10,
2017 defined unreasonable confinement as a
form of abuse and indicated staff are trained on
abuse prohibition.
Client #2
C2's record indicated diagnoses of hypertension,
high cholesterol, and shortterm memory loss.
C2's service agreement dated April 20, 2018,
indicated C2 received services from the
comprehensive home care provider for
medication management, stand by assistance for
transfers, and escorts to meals.
A document titled, Medication Administration
Record, dated May 2018, indicated that on May
17, 2018, C2 had a physician orders to receive 2
tablets of 500mg acetaminophen (for back pain),
one tablet of 70mg alendronate sodium (for bone
density), and one tablet of 8.6/50mg Senna S (for
constipation) at 8:10 p.m.
An incident report dated, May 17, 2018 indicated
that C2 received the wrong medications at 8:10
p.m. In error, C2 received one tablet of 325mg
acetaminophen (for pain), one tablet of 20mg
Crestor (for peripheral vascular disease), one
caplet of 300mg Gabapentin (for nerve pain), one
tablet of 2mg Lorazepam (a benzodiazepine
medication being used for bipolar disorder), two
tablets of 100mg Seroquel (an antipsychotic
medication being used for depression and
mood), and one tablet of 650mg Tylenol Arthritis
(for pain). The report indicated as a result, C2
experienced respiratory changes, cognitive
changes, drowsiness, and lethargy.
An internal investigation record dated, May 18,
2018 indicated that resident assistant (RA)A,
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who was responsible for medication
administration to C2 on May 17, 2018, set up two
client's medications at the same time, and in
error, administered a different client's
medications to C2. The investigation indicated
that C2 realized the error and notified a lead
resident assistant (RA)D, who then responded to
C2's apartment, obtained vital signs, and
reported to registered nurse (RN)H. RNH called
emergency medical services who transported C2
to the emergency department for evaluation.
A hospital discharge summary dated, May 20,
2018 indicated that while in transport to the
hospital, C2's respiratory status was poor and C2
had low oxygen saturation levels. Upon physical
examination in the emergency department, C2
exhibited rapid shallow respirations and required
stimulus to take deep breaths. C2 received two
doses of an intravenous medication to reverse
the effect of the benzodiazepine she had been
administered. Additionally, while in the
emergency department, C2 began experiencing
high blood pressures, which also required
medication management. C2 was admitted to the
hospital for cardiac and airway monitoring.
During C2's hospitalization, C2's lowest Glasgow
coma scale score (a neurological assessment),
revealed C2 scored an 8. According to Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (not dated).
Glasgow coma scale. Retrieved from
https://www.cdc.gov/masstrauma/resources/gcs.
pdf, a score of 38 indicates a comatose state
with no eye opening, no ability to follow
commands, and no word verbalizations. While
hospitalized, C2 returned to her normal mental
status. C2 discharged back to the home care
provider three days later in stable condition.
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During an interview on November 8, 2018 at
11:41 a.m., RNH stated when he went to assess
C2, C2 was difficult to arouse and would fall
asleep immediately after being awakened, which
was not normal. RNH stated that RAA told him
that she set up medications for two clients at the
same time and gave the wrong cup of
medications to C2.
During an interview on November 6, 2018 at 3:38
p.m., RAA stated she had received orientation in
C2's unit, but that night was her first time actually
working in that area as she had picked up a shift
to help cover the schedule. RAA stated she felt
rushed to get medications for the clients passed,
so she decided to dispense two client's
medications at once, to save time. RAA stated
when she left the medication cart to administer
C2's medications; she took the wrong cup of pills
with her. RAA stated she realized her error when
she returned to the medication cart to look over
the second client's medication list again and saw
that the remaining cup had too few pills in it for
what the second client was scheduled to receive.
RAA acknowledged that she was not trained to
dispense the medications of two clients at the
same time and that she had decided to do so
because she was rushing, and did not think she
would make a mistake.
During an interview on November 8, 2018 at 1:26
p.m., family member (FM)I stated when he met
C2 at the hospital, C2 appeared to be in a state
of comatose, and required oxygen. FMI stated
although C2 lived at the facility for several years,
this was the first time such a mistake had been
made. FMI stated C2 returned from the hospital
at her baseline.
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A corporate orientation checklist dated, April 26,
2018 was reviewed and revealed that RAA
received training and successfully demonstrated
competency for the six rights of medication
administration on April 26, 2018.
The licensee's "Nursing Delegated Tasks Oral
Medications Using a Punch Card System" policy
dated 2012 indicated staff should check a client's
medication administration record three time for
the six "R's" as follows: right resident, right
medication, right time, right dose, right route, and
right documentation.
The licensee's "Incident/Accident and Medication
Incident Reports" policy dated, August 17, 2017
defines a serious injury as any injury that causes
loss of function.
The licensee's "Vulnerable Adult Maltreatment
Prevention and Reporting" policy dated, July 10,
2017 defined the failure of a care or service
because of neglect of a caregiver or because the
vulnerable adult cannot meet their own needs
that are necessary to maintain physical, mental,
and psychosocial wellbeing as a form of neglect.
TIME PERIOD FOR CORRECTION: Seven (7)
days
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